Chris Squire’s bass line on
“Homeworld (The Ladder)”
from The Ladder by Yes

Free time
Moderate rock, in two \( \frac{3}{4} = 152 \)

Transcription by
Stevie Glasgow

Intro
(sound effects)

(gtr)

(Nothing can...)

Em/B B7

(Aprox. 38 secs)

Em Em/G Cmaj7 Am9 Bsus F\#7

Am7 Bsus (N.C.)

H

B N.C.

2x (So many displaced...)

[1.2.3.4.]

H

2nd time only

F\#5 G5 Em D5 B5 D5 G5 E5 G5

Homeworld (The Ladder)
Homeworld (The Ladder)
Homeworld (The Ladder)